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Participate in animal exercise fun
 Hop like a bunny
 Squat and waddle like a duck
 Stretch like a giraffe
 Climb like a monkey
 Stomp like an elephant
 Chomp like a gator
 Slide like an otter
 Walk like a crab
 Crawl like an ant
 Gallop like a horse
 Balance like a flamingo
 Walk like a bear
 Slither like a snake

Try these new stretches

Heartbeat Exercise
 Do jumping jacks or jump up
for one minute.
 At the end of that minute,
place your hand on your heart
and pay attention to how your
heartbeat and breathing feel.

Social Emotional Learning

Social Emotional Learning

Complete the “Just One Breath” Try the Tense and Release
Breathing Activity
Muscle Relaxation Activity
 Find a relaxing place, sit
 Starting at your feet, gently
comfortably, and set a timer
squeeze the muscles in the
for one minute.
feet by tightening them, then
slowly releasing.
 Breathe deeply in and out
while paying attention to any  Next, squeeze the large
sensations you notice or
muscles in the calves for 5
sounds you hear.
seconds, then gently release.
Working your way up your
 Take another slow deep
body, squeeze the thigh
breath, imagine the air
muscles for 5 seconds then
moving down into the lungs
gently release.
and back up.
 Take one more deep breath
 Continue moving up the body
and hold for a moment, then
for more relaxation.
release it
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Fun Fitness
Friday
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 Make sure to stay hydrated

 Choose an activity based on

and drink lots of water.
 Pick an outside activity (walk,
run, help with the garden,
ride your bike, etc.)
 Practice the stretches from
Tuesday and focus on your
breathing while completing
them.
 Create your own workout
based on activities we have
done in PE Class.

what equipment you have at
home: bicycle, throw a ball,
jump rope, walk etc.
 Create an obstacle course using
items from around your house.
Challenge yourself to complete
the course. For extra fun, invite
your family members or others
who live in your house to
complete the course. Time
yourself and see how fast you
can complete the course.

Social Emotional Learning

Social Emotional Learning
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Try a new breathing exercise

 Affirmations are positive
statements you repeat to
yourself, either silently or out
loud.
 They are intended to help you
reach a goal, change a
mindset, improve self-esteem,
boost your confidence, or
improve your health.
 Try repeating these affirmations
or make up your own:
 I am smart, amazing, and
powerful.
 My heart is full of kindness
and courage.
 I can do more than I believe.

Go on a Safari
 Go outside on an exciting
adventure, trying picking up a
small rock or touching a plant
or flower.
 Notice the bugs or the birds.
Take a moment to kneel down
and touch the earth.
 Walk mindfully paying close
attention to everything. Make
sure you walk in silence
because you want to notice all
those little details.

 Make a list of 5 things you are
thankful for

Complete one or all of the activities in the block for the day to keep your body and mind healthy.

